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0. INTRODUCTION 
THIS PAPER deals with a twofold extension of the classical deformation lemma in the calculus 
of variations to the setting of (infinite-dimensional) manifolds with boundary. To describe it 
more fully, let M be a complete Finsler manifold with boundary and f: N --) R a functional 
of class 
(1) 
(2a) 
(2b) 
(3a) 
97’. Assume that: 
f satisfies the Palais-Smale (PS) condition on M, and JaN satisfies the PS condition 
on f3M; 
there exist c E R such that for any E > 0 the sublevel set {f< c + E} cannot be 
deformed into { f < c - E} in M ; or else 
there exists c E R such that for any E > 0 the sublevel set {f< c + E} u aM cannot 
be deformed into { f I c - E} u aM in M; 
JdN has no critical points at the level c with positive Lagrange multipliers (namely, 
if v(u) E T,(N)* represents the inner normal at u E aM, the equation df(u) = Av(u) 
has no solution u E aM with 2 > 0, f(u) = c); or else 
(3b) & has no critical points at the level c with negative Lagrange multipliers. 
Then there exists a critical point u E M with f(u) = c both in cases (l), (2a), (3a) and (l), 
(2b), (3b). Incidentally, condition (1) can be slightly weakened in both cases (a) and (b) 
introducing the PS: and PS; conditions for &,, (Definition 3). 
Let us briefly describe the arguments used in proving the existence of a critical point. 
What happens in cases (1) and (3a) are that, if f has no critical points in {f = c}, we can 
choose, for every point x in a strip {If- cl < E}, an inward direction u, along which 
f decreases quickly. With a standard use of partitions of unity, we can also take these u, 
with a locally Lipschitz dependence on x. Due to (l), f decreases uniformly along the 
directions u, on this strip. Thus, we can construct a deformation of {f> c + E} into 
{ f 2 c - E} exactly as in the case without boundary. We conclude that if (2a) holds also, 
f necessarily has a critical point at the level c. 
In cases (1) and (3b), we have a situation similar to the former, except that now we have 
to take the field of directions u, strictly outward on aM. This means, of course, that the 
integral curves of this field are not defined for all positive times. More precisely, it can be 
shown that every integral curve which is not defined for all positive times ends exactly at 
a point of aM. We then extend these integral ines letting them stationary from the time they 
reach the boundary onwards. A Wazewski-type property ensures the continuity of such an 
extended eformation. Again, (1) implies that if there are no critical points at the level c, this 
deformation takes { f2 c + E} u aM into {f> c - E} u aM. The main theorems we prove 
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in this paper (Propositions 7 and 8) are more general than the above, since we take into 
account the presence of critical points of Jahr with both positive and negative Lagrange 
multipliers. 
In the last section we shall show that such extension of the deformation lemmas is 
motivated by an attempt to overcame some difficulties arising when using the classical 
Ljusternik-Schnirelman (L-S) method in the applications. 
An analogous result to Proposition 6 has been proven in [ 141, in the case M = a closed 
convex of a Banach space; also, an analogous condition to our PS: has been introduced 
there. Hence, for the reader’s convenience, we kept, where possible, the notations used in 
[14]. However, we point out that the point of view in [14] is slightly different from ours, 
since the application given there concerns a functional whose natural domain is actually 
a convex set, whereas we mainly think the &manifold M as a suitable subset of the domain 
of f, to be chosen ad hoc. 
We refer to the fundamental works [ll, 121 concerning the prerequisites and the basic 
results. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENTS OF RESULTS 
Let M be a Finsler manifold with boundary of class V r. We recall the following 
proposition, which defines the “normal field” on aM. 
PROPOSITION 1. (Inner normal vector field). There exists a unique continuous vector jield 
such that for any x E aM: 
(9 II vb)II = 1; 
v: aM + T(M)* 
(ii) ker v(x) = T,(aM); 
(iii) (v(x), j(O)) 2 0 Vy E %?i(I, M) with y(O) = x. 
DEFINITION 1. Let x EM. We denote with T,(M)+(resp., with T,(M)-) the half space of 
T,(M) of all interior (resp., exterior) tangent vectors at x, i.e. 
T,(M)+ = {j(O): y(O) = x, y E Q?l(Z, M)} 
T,(M)- = {y(l): y(l) = x, y E@(I,M)} 
so that, of course, T,(M)- = - T,(M)+, and 
TX(~)+ = i zL”:x(M): (v(x), o) 2 0) 
if x E M\aM 
if x E aM. 
We also pose 
and 
T(M)+ = u T,(M)+ 
XEM 
T(M)- = u T,(M)-. 
xshf 
From now on M is a complete Finsler manifold with boundary of class %? 2. In the following 
we shall have to integrate vector fields on M; hence we need the following propositions. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let F: M + T(M)- be a bounded W1 - vector field. Then there exist two 
real-extended valued functions on M, z., 1s.~. and r* u.s.c., with 0 I z* I z*, such that for any 
x E M there exists u = uX : R n] - co , z*(x)] + M of class %’ 1 satisfying 
ti = F(u), u(0) = x (1.1) 
u(t) E M\aM for 0 I t < z*(x), u(t) E cYM for t 2 z*(x); moreover, every solution of (1.1) in 
any interval J30 is a restriction of u. Finally, the semiflow associated with (l,l), i.e. the map 
q:DcRxM+M 
defined by q(t,x) = u”(t) for all (t, x) E D =: {(t,x) E R x M: t I z*(x)} is continuous. 
An analogous result can be stated for a vector field F : M + T(M)+, simply reversing the 
time (as a matter of fact, we shall use this second form of Proposition 2 in the proof of the 
first deformation lemma). We below consider another situation which gives rise to 
a map O(t, x) defined for all t > 0. 
PROPOSTION 3. Let F, t*, z*, q be as defined in Proposition 2. Let G: aM + T(dM) be 
a bounded 59’ - vector field, c the corresponding j7ow on aM. Assume that Vx E aM, 
F(x)E TX(aM) * F(x) = G(x). (1.2) 
Then q can be continuously extended to a map6 on R x M by letting, for t E R and x E M. 
lqt, x) = 1 ?(4 4 if t 5 T*(X) C(t - dx)), tl(z,(x), 4) if t 2 z*(x). (1.3) 
Remark 1. 6’ is the semiflow generated by the equation li = H(u), where we set 
H(x) = F(x) if x E M\aM and H(x) = G(x) if x E aM. Solutions of ri = H(u) are to be 
understood as “generalized”, e.g. in the sense of Dieudonni (see [4, 10.541). Notice that 
e(s + t, x) = e(s, e(t, x)) holds only for positive s and t. 
Now let a functional f E V’(M, R) be given. 
DEFINITION 2. The inner (outer) downward slopes of f at x E M are, respectively, the 
numbers 
g+(x) = SUP{< -df(x)+v): v~ T,(M)+, Ilvll = 1> 
g_(x) = sup{( - df(x).v): VE T,(M)-, IjvII = l}. (1.4) 
We list below all at once some properties of the functions g + and g_ , which will turn out 
to be useful in further arguments (Remark 3). However, we remtirk that only the first of 
these is essential in the following Proposition 5. Of course, the outer downward slope of 
f equals the inner downward slope of - f, so it suffi&s to study the function g + , 
PROPOSITION 4. One has 
(i) g+ is 1.s.c.; 
(ii) g + IM ,aM is continuous and V x E M \aM, g + (x) = II df(x) (I ; 
(iii) g+laM is continuous and Vx E aM, g+(x) = minr, 0 II df (x) - Av(x) (I; 
(iv) Vx E aM, g+ (x) v g- (x) = II df (x) II and g+ (4 * g- (4 = II @id4 II ; 
(v) for every x E aM, g+(x) = IIdf(x)II ifand only $0’ IIdf(x) - Iv(x)~[~~=~ 2 0; 
(vi) $g+(x) = 0 and 3v E T,(M) such that 
(v(x), v> > 0 (1.5a) 
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then 11 df(x) 11 = 0. 
We now recall the PS condition for the functional f and give same natural generaliz- 
ations of it to the case of d-manifolds. 
DEFINITION 3. We say that {x”> c M is a PS, sequence, or a PSZ sequence, or a PS; 
sequence for f; if and only if j-(x,) + c and, respectively, 11 df(x,) 11 + 0, or g+ (x,) + 0, or 
g_ (x,) + 0. The functional f satisfies the PS, (resp. PS: or PS;) condition if, and only if, 
every PS: sequence (resp., every PS; sequence or every PS; sequence) iscompact. We also 
set 
K = {x E M: df(x) = 0}, K, = K n {f= c) 
K+=(xEM:g+(x)=O}, K: =K+n(f=c} 
K-={x~M:g_(x)=O}, K;=K-n(f=c}. 
Remark 2. From Proposition 4 it follows easily that these sets are closed and that 
K: n K; = K, while KC’ v K; = K, u {x E 8M: f(x) = c, d&,(x) = O}; each of the sets 
K,, K: or K; is compact whenever j-satisfies the corresponding PS condition. We also 
remark that the PS, condition for both f and &, implies both the PS: and the PS; 
condition for f; and that each of these implies the PS, condition for f: 
In order to prove our deformation lemmas, analogously to the case 8M = 8, it is 
convenient o set out a suitable “pseudogradient field”. To begin with, let us fix a 6 > 0 and 
define Ml =: {g+ > 6). We find it simpler to have the pseudogradient defined on this set, 
which is open by Proposition 4(i). 
PROPOSITION 5. (Inner downward pseudogradient vector field). Let f E, % ‘(M, R), 
6 > 0. There exists a %? ’ -vector field 
e+ : Mi + T(M)’ 
such that, Vx E Md' , 
Ile+(4II I1 (1.6a) 
( - Ux), e+(x)> 2 6 (1.6b) 
(v(x),e+(x)) > 0 if xE M: nc?M. (1.6~) 
PROPOSITION 6 (Deformation with repelling boundary). Let f~ V’(M, R), c E R, E > 0, 
N c M a neighbourhood of K: ; assume f satisfies the PS: condition. Then there exists 
a continuous 1: [0, 1) x M -+ M and E E 10, E[ such that 
v](t,x)=x ifeithert=Oor(f(x)-c(>E (1.7a) 
f f(?k 4) 5 0 Vt E L-0, 11 (1.7b) 
rj(l,(flc+~})~{fl,“-&}uN 
~(1, {f I c + E}\N) c {f I c - E). 
(1.7c) 
(1.7d) 
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Incidentally, we remark that Property (1.6~) is not used in Proposition 6, whereas it is 
essential in the construction of our second deformation lemma. 
PROPOSITION 7 (Deformation with absorbing boundary). Let f E 9?’ (M, R), c E R, E > 0, 
N c M a neighbourhood of K;; assume f satisfies the PS; condition. Then there exist 
a continuous I3 : [0, l] x M + M and E E 10, E[ such that 
e(t,x)=x ifeithert=OorIf(x)-cl>EofxEaM (1.8a) 
p f(e(t, x)) I 0 Vt E [0, l]\Q D finite (1.8b) 
~(1,{flc+~}u~M)~{f~~-+~~MuN (1.8~) 
ql, (j-5 c + E} u dM\N} c {fI C - E} U &kf. (1.8d) 
Finally, we can also state two min-max type theorems, correspondingly to the two 
deformation lemmas above. The suitable homotopical invariants are, respectively, the L-S 
category (see [12]) in the former situation, and the relative category introduced in [S] in the 
latter one. For our proposes a slight variant of this definition is convenient. Let Y c X be 
a topological pair and A c X. Following [6], A is of category I k in X relatively to Y, 
denoted catx,(A) I k, if and only if A = uyEO Aiy where all Ai are closed, all Ai with i > 0 
are contractible in X and there exists a deformation h of A0 into Yin X relatively to Y (i.e. 
a continuous h: [0, l] x A0 -+ X such that h(t, x) = x if t = 0 or if t = 0 or if x E Y, and 
41,x) E Y, W 4). 
PROPOSITION 8. Let f~ W’(M, R), inff> - co, c E R. Then (i) if f satisjes the PS: 
condition, 
Letting 
cat&:) 2 jnn[catM({fr c + E)) - cat,{ (j-5 c - E})]. 
c: = inf sup f(x), k E N 
cat,(A) 2 k x E A 
one has, Vl I k I cat,(M), 
and, whenever c = : c:+~ = ’ . . = ck++“, 
cat&C:) 2 n, 
Hence, in particular 
card(K ‘) 2 cat,(M). 
(ii) Zf f satisfies the PS; condition, 
cat,&;) 2 inf [catM,aM({fl c + E}) - catM,dM({fl c + E})]. 
E>O 
Letting 
c; = inf SUP f(x), k E N 
cab,.,&) r k xc~ 
one has, t/l I k I catM,&M), 
KC; # 8 
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and, whenever c =:c~+~ = ... = ck+“, 
cat,&:) 2 n. 
Hence, in particular 
card(K -) 2 catni, &M). 
Remark 3. We are generally interested in the “true” critical points of f at a level c, 
namely the set K,. In this case Proposition 4 provides the simple criteria (v) and (vi) to check 
whether a point x E K: actually belongs to K, (obviously the analogous for x E K; obtains 
simply changing the sign off). 
2. INTEGRATION OF VECTOR FIELDS ON A %MANIFOLD: PROOFS OF PROPOSITIONS l-3 
Proof of Proposition 1. In case where A4 is a half space of a Banach space V, say 
M = {A 2 0}, with 1 E I’/*, Iill = 1, the result follows easily and v(x) E I Vx E 8M = ker A. 
For general &manifolds, one reduces to the case of a half space via local charts at the points 
on aM. 0 
Let x E dM and 4 : U + H a local chart at x (H a closed half space of the model Banach 
space I’, say H = (v E V: (k, v) 2 0} with k E V*, Ikl = 1). By definition of a C’ map on 
a-manifolds F is locally represented by a C 1 vector field F: V + I’, i.e. F = d$ - 1 0 & 0 C#L 
Since by assumption F takes values in TM -, it follows that F’ satisfies (k,F”(v)) I 0 
Vv E ker k. Being interested in the local behaviour of the solutions of (1.1) at x, one studies 
their images i2 = 4 0 U, and the following lemma is needed (where we denote ii and F” with 
u and F to simplify the notations. 
LEMMA. Let V be a Banach space, k E V *, 1 kl = 1; F : V -+ V Lipschitz and s.t. 
(k, F(v)) I 0 Vv E kerk. 
Let u : [0, S[ + V be a solution curve ofti = F(u) with (k, u(O)) I 0. Then 
(k,u(t)) 10 VtE[O,6[. 
Proof of the Lemma (sketch). One first proves the lemma in the simpler case where 
(k, F(v)) < 0 Vv E ker k; then one considers approximating problems ti, = F(u,) - evO, 
where v. E V satisfies (k, vo) = 1. By direct computation (or from the Gromwall lemma) it 
follows that U, --t u uniformly on compact intervals as E + 0, and the result is extended to the 
general case. 0 
ProofofProposition 2. We only sketch the proof, stressing the novelties with respect o the 
more familiar case of manifolds without boundary. 
Let x E M and let I c J c R be the maximal existence intervals of the solution curve of 
(1.1) in M \ aM, respectively, in M. M is complete and u is Lipschitz: hence, if some of the 
numbers a E {infJ, supI, supJ} is finite, the corresponding limit y = limt_*a,tel does exist, 
and belongs to aM, owing to the maximality. One then considers the restriction of F to 
a trivializing neighbourhood of y and applies the above lemma. As a consequence of the 
lemma one finds that infl = - co, that u(t) E 8M Vt E J\Z, th,. :. :sup I is 1. ,-ti 
r*(x) =: sup J is u.s.c, as real-extended valtred functions of x. Of course the local unicity of 
the solutions of (1.1) and the continuity of the semiflow rl are proven as in the case of 
manifolds without boundary. 0 
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ProofofProposition 3. First of all we have to check that the definition makes sense. If 
t E R, x E M and r*(x) I t I z*(x), then q(t,x) E aM; taking the derivative, (a/&)q(t,x) E 
T,c,,X,(aM) Vt E]~,(x), r*(x). By assumption (1.2) we get F(q(t, x)) = G(q(t,x)). Therefore, 
both q(t, x) and [(t - t*(x), q(z,(x), x)) are solution curves in R n [r,(x), z*(x)] of 
ti = F(u), u(z*(x)) = C+*(x), x). 
Since the solution curve is unique, it follows that 
rl(t, x) = i(t - r*(x), C+,(X), x)) Vt E R n L-r,(x), r*(x)l. (2.1) 
The sets D=:f(t,x)~RxM:t~z*(x)} and E=:{(t,x)ERxM: t>z,(x)}) are closed, 
since they are, respectively, the hypograph of a U.S.C. function and the epigraph of a 1.s.c. one. 
Obviously, these sets cover R x M, since z* I t *. In order to prove the continuity of 0 it 
suffices then to show that both tJ1, and oIE are continuous. Now the continuity of O,. = q is 
already known from Proposition 2; as to elE, we have to prove directly its continuity, 
because the composition involves the (in general) non-continuous function z*. It will suffice 
to prove that dIE is separately continuous with respect to the second variable, since 8 is 
Lipschitz in the first one. Let (to, x0) E E: z.+(xg) I to < + CO. The set 
J =: {(to - t, q(t, x,,): t E [t.Jxo), 7*(x,,) A t,]} c R x aM 
is compact. Furthermore, [ is constant on this set: using (2.1) we have, Vt E [7,(x0), 
5*(.x0) A tol, 
itto - 6 rlk x0)) = i(hl - 4 i(t - ~*bd, yl(~*(xoh x0))) 
= uto - 5h), ~I(T,(x~), x0)) = w,, x0). 
By the uniform continuity of [ on J we get 
V’c > 0 3&‘> 0 s.t. b't~[T,(Xo),z*(xo)~tO], VSE R, tly~aM 
1s - tI < E’ and 4~~ v(t, x0)) < E’ + 4iOo - s, ~1, @to, x0)) < E. (2.2) 
By the uniform continuity of ye on [t*(xo), 7*(x0) A to] x {x0}, 
3~” E-JO, E’] s.t. Vt E [7,(x0), z*(xo) A to], Vs E R, Vx E M 
1s - tI < E” and d(x, x0) < E” = d(q(s, x), q(t, x0)) < E’. (2.3) 
By the semicontinuity of z* and z *, there exists 6 E ] 0, s”] such that Vx E M, 
~(x,xo) < ii j T.+(x~) - T*(X) < E” and T*(X) A to - 5*(x0) A to < E”. (2.4) 
Now let us take (to, x) E E with d(x, x0) < 6. Set s = z,(x) E R; t = @*(x0) A to A s) V 
T*(.Yo) E [z,(x,), T*(x~) A to]; y =: r](s, x) E aM. Now s I r*(x), and s I to, since(to, x) E E. 
Hence, S 5 T*(X) A to, and from (2.4), 7*(x0) - E” I s I 7*(x0) A to + 6”. Thus, 
Is -- tj -c E“; this, together with d(x, x0) < 6 I E” yields to d(r](s, x), q(t, x0)) < E’ by (2.3). 
Lastly, we get from (2.2), d(i(to - s,y), O(t,, x0)) < E, i.e. d(O(t,, x), O(t,, x0)) < E, and the 
continuity of e is proven. 0 
3. PSEUDOGRADIENT FOR fe V’(M, R), M %MANIFOLD: PROOFS OF PROPOSITIONS 4 AND 5 
Proof of’ P~-opo,\i;i:~rz 4. ii). In ani co-ordinate neighbourhood U c M, g + I” can be 
written as sup of a family of lower semi-continuous functions. Hence, it is 1.s.c.. More 
precisely, let 4 : U -+ V be a local chart on U (thus V is either an open subset of an Banach 
space E, or else an open subset of a half space H of E). Since Vx E U, dc$X : T,M + + E is an 
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isomorphism, we can rewrite (1.4) as follows: 
g+(x) = sup{< - df(x).d~;‘(w)llld~;‘(w)ll): ~E&,(T,(M)+), w #O>. (3.1) 
We want the supremum to be taken on a set that does not depend on x. So let us introduce 
the indicatrix function x of the set aM x E\H (i.e. V(x, w) E M x E, x(x, w) = cc if 
(x, w) E ZJM x E\H; x(x, w) = 0 otherwise), and observe that d&(T,(M)+) is either the half 
space H or the whole space E, provided x E aM, respectively, x $ aM. Hence, we have 
from (3.1), g +lu = sup,,~i{o)gw+, where VWEE\(O}, VXE U, g:(x) =:( -df(x)+dK'(w)l 
IIdqb;‘(w) 11) - x(x, w). Each g; is 1.s.c. because aM is closed, and we are done. Alterna- 
tively, (i) follows as a consequence of (ii) and (iii). 
(ii). This is obvious, since T:(M) = T,.(M) for x E M\aM. (iii). Recall that, in general, if 
E is a Banach space and a, b E E * then 
(B,o~~~~u,,al(ay~)=~~Ila+~Bll. 
This follows as a simple application of Fenchel-Rockafellar theorem (see e.g. [3]). Here we 
get, letting a = - df(x) and fl = v(x), x E aM, 
g+(x) = 7;; II 4Xx) - W) Il. 
If x0 E aM and U is a neighbourhood of x,, in dM where IIdf(x) 11 is bounded, say 
II df(x) II I m, then Vx E U and A > m, 
IldfG4 - W)ll 2 - I/d WII + 2m 2 m 2 IIdfWII 2 s+(x). 
In other terms, 
g+(x) = min II df(x) - Av(x) II Vx E U. 
2fflSTi,tO 
Thus, locally in x0, the map gtlaM represents as a infimum of a family of equicontinuous 
maps, hence is continuous. (iv). These follow immediately from T,‘(M) u T;(M) = T,(M) 
and T,f (M) n T;(M) = T,(aM). (v). Indeed, g+(x) = II df(x) II iff the convex function 
[0, + co [~AH II df(x) - Av(x) II has a minimum at 2 = 0. (vi). By contradiction: if 
II df(x) II > 0 then from g+ (4 = mini 2 o II 4Xx) - W) II we would have df(x) = iv(x), with 
,J > 0 but then for no v E T,(M) system (1.5) is verified 0 
ProofofProposition 5. By definition g+(x) = sup (( - df(x).u): u E T,(M)+, II v II = l}, 
so Vx E Ml 3e, E T,(M)+ such that 
II4I < 1, < - &W, e,> > 6. 
Whenever x E aM, since T,(aM) is nowhere dense in T,(M)+, we can also take 
e, E T,(M)+ \ T,(aM), i.e. 
(v(x), e,> > 0. 
Let U, be a trivializing neighbourhood of x. Then e, can be extended to a % 1 vector field 
e: and U,, for instance taking it constant on a local chart 4 on U,. Namely, 
e:(y) = (d$,,)-‘(d4,(e,)) Vy E U,. If U, is chosen small enough, V y E U, we also have, by 
continuity: 
II 4 (A II < 1, ( -4(y), G(Y)) > 6 
(V(Y), C(Y)> > 0 VYE U,naM. 
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Let V be an open, locally finite refinement of (U,: x E M i }; for every V E V denote e; the 
restriction to V of any of the e:‘s with V c U,. Let {@y)VE7- be a %?- partition of unity 
subordinated to the cover Y and define, V y E MJ. 
e+(y) = YF; h(y)eV’(y). 
This defines a %?- vector field e+ : Mi + T(M)+ satisfying the required properties. 0 
4. DEFORMATION LEMMAS AND MIN-MAX PRINCIPLES ON A &MANIFOLD: 
PROOFS OF PROPOSITIONS 6-8 
Proof of Proposition 6. For p > 0 set Np = (x E M: d(x, K:) < p}. Since, as a conse- 
quence of the PC: condition, the set K: is compact, there exists p E 10, 1 A E[ such that 
Np c NZp c N. (4.1) 
Again , the PS: condition implies that there exists 6 ~10, 1 A E[ such that 
{If-cI~6}\Np~Md+. (4.2) 
We set 
E =:-$/I& (4.3) 
From (4.2) and since E < 6 < E , we get two closed, disjoint sets 
({If- cl I s}\N,) n ({If- cl 2 S> u W\Mg+)) = 8. 
Hence, there exists 4 E w’-(M), 0 < q5 I 1, such that 
4-‘(O) 3 a neighbourhood of{lf- cl 2 E} u(M\Md+) (4.4) 
C’(1) = {If- cl I &I\&. (4.5) 
Now let e+:M: + T(M)+ be a inner pseudogradient field for f; correspondingly to the 
number 6. Since 4 vanishes in a neighbourhood of M\ Mg’ , a Gf?’ - bounded vector field 
F: M + T(M)+ is defined by letting 
F(x) = 
e+(x)&x) if XE Ml 
o otherwise, (4.6) 
By Proposition 2 (and the remark below) there exists ‘I: [0, co [x M + M such that, 
VXEM, 
Thus, 
li = F(v), v](O, x) = x. (4.7) 
if(~(r~ x)) = <df(rl).rj) = (df(vl).F(rl)) = <df(~).e’(t0)M,$ (4.8) 
We claim that v (restricted to [0, l] x M) satisfies (1.7a)-(1.7d). Since F(x) = 0 
Vx E (If- cl 2 E} (eq. (4.4)), and since system (4.7) has unique solution, (1.7a) holds, (1.7b) 
follows at once from (4.8) and (1.5b). Now we prove the inclusions 
?(I, { fl c + 6)) = {f< c - E} u N 
~(1, {f I c + E)\N) c {f-c c -E}. (4.9) 
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So let x E {f s c + E} and assume by contradiction ~(1, x) 4 {f < c - E} u N (resp., let 
x E (f< c + E}\N and assume by contradiction ~(1, x)$ {f < c - E}). We distinguish three 
rl(CO, 11, -4 = Nzp 
rl(CO, ll,x)nN, = 4 
It’, t” E [0, l] such that q(t’, x) E Np and q(t”, x)4 Nzp. 
The first of these cannot occur, because NZp c N. Since f(q(t, x)) is not increasing in t, the 
assumptions on x yield 
If(?@, x)) - cl I E Vt E CO, 11. (4.10) 
Thus, if t is also such that q(t, x)4 Np, then d(q(t, x)) = 1 (eq. 4.5)), and q(t, X)E Ml 
(eq. (4.2)). Therefore (eq. (4.8) and (lSb)), (d/c?t)j(q(t, x)) < - 6 whenever ,+, x) 4 Np. Now 
f(v(L x)) =f(rl(O, x)) + 
s 
; $ fvk x))dt 
<~(~)-I{~ECO,~I:?(~,X)~N~}I.~. (4.11) 
In the second case the set 
{t E CO, 11: rl@, 4 $ Np} (4.12) 
was assumed to be the whole interval [0, 11; in the third one, since 
II ri(t, x) II = II Wt, 4 II I 1, and 4%,, Np) > p, the set (4.12) has measure 2 p. Hence, in 
both cases, going on with inequalities (4.11), we get, using also (4.3), 
f(?(l, x)) < c + E - p6 I c - E 
which proves (1.7~) (and (1.7d)) 0 
ProofofProposition7. Let (f; c, N, E) be given as in the hypotheses, then ( -f, - c, N, E) 
satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 6. Therefore, we can resume the construction of the 
vector field F: M + T(M)- and of the number E, correspondingly to the data ( -f; - c, N, 
E). This time we consider the semiflow q : D c R x M + M deduced from 
Q = - F(V), q(O, x) = x. (4.13) 
Then q satisfies, V(t, x) E D, 
q(t, x) = x if either t = 0 or Ifx) - cl 2 E 
(4.14) 
Furthermore, in this setting eqs (4.9) take the form 
‘1(-1,(--f< -c++})c{--f< -c-&}UN 
q(-1,(-f< -c+cj\N)c(--f< -C-E}. (4.15) 
Now the crucial step is to observe that, from (1.6~) and the definition of F, Vx E 8M, 
F(x) E T,(cYM) 3 F(x) = 0. 
Hence, we can apply Proposition 3 with G = 0 and [ = the constant flow on aM. Therefore, 
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q can becontinuously extended to a map 0 : R x A4 + M by letting, for t E R and x E M, 
O(t, x) = 
i 
rlk x) if t < t*(x) 
?(t,(x), x) if t 2 T,(X). 
(4.16) 
We claim that 8,,,,, iJxM satisfies (1.8a)-(1.8d) Indeed, (1.8a) and (1.8b) follow imme- 
diately from (4.16) and (4.14) (more precisely, (1.8b) holds Vt # T,(X)). As to (1.8c), let 
x E {f I c + E} u dM and assume by contradiction 
e(l, x)$ {JI c - E} u dM u N. (4.17) 
From (4.16) we infer then 6(t, x) = q(t, x) E M\aM Vt E [O, 11, and from assumption (4.177, 
f/(1,x) = e(1, X)E( -fl - c + E} \N. Therefore, we get from (4.15), 
x = V( - I, VU, x)) E {f> c + s) 
a contradiction. With an analogous argument (1.8d) is also proven. 0 
Proof of Proposition 8. In both (i) and (ii) the proof works exactly as in the case dM = 
8. See [S, 63 or [12] for the definition and the properties of the relative category. Cl 
5. APPLICATIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In many applications the usual L-S method cannot be applied to a functional f E V1 (N) 
(N a complete %’ Finsler manifold). We recognize the main causes in the following ones: 
(A) The PS condition does not hold at some level c. This case is quite frequent; as 
a matter of fact, after the transposition of the L-S theory to the finite-dimensional 
manifolds performed in the sixties, a very large amount of work has been done relating to 
problems where the PS condition is lacking and relating to methods to overcome this 
difficulty (see for instance [1,141 for an outline of the subject). Here we recall simply that PS 
is a rather strong assumption: e.g. a functional f on a Banach space E bounded from below 
and satisfying PS is necessarily coercive. 
(B) The sublevel sets cannot be shown to be different in some convenient opological 
sense, This difficulty, as the preceding one, derives from a certain “lack of compactness” of 
the functional. For instance, think of a functional f which possibly has a non-degenerate 
critical point u with Morse index n at some level c. We know from Morse theory that 
{f < c + E) is homotopic to {f I c - E} with an n-dimensional handle: but if (f< c + E} 
already had infinitely many n-dimensional handles, then {SI c + E} and {f I c - E} may 
have the same homotopy type. Hence, even if the PS condition holds at the level c, the usual 
deformation lemmas are not helpful in order to prove the existence of critical points at this 
level. 
(C) Morever, even if PS holds and everything works, the usual L-S methods gives us no 
information as to the critical points we find at some level c: namely, estimates on the norms, 
or additional suitable information which guarantees that the solutions are not trivial” in 
some sense. This problem is particularly serious in physical applications, since physical 
quantities are meaningless outside their natural ranges, so that solutions of equations 
should always be given together with estimates. 
In order to overcome these difficulties a possible approach (see, e.g., [2, 8,9, lo]) is to 
seek for a submanifold (with boundary) M of N verifying the conditions (l), (2a), (3a) or (l), 
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(2b), (3b) stated in the introduction. The choice of the submanifold M strongly depends, of 
course, on the structure of each particular problem and we have no general methods in 
order to find such a submanifold; nevertheless of choice can be suggested from the analysis 
of the diverging PS sequences. 
Roughly speaking, if we know what goes wrong with PS for 1; we can often find 
a suitable functional g such that every PS sequence {Us} for f is compact whenever g(uJ is 
bounded. A typical case where this situation occurs is when the functional f is “almost” 
invariant under the action of a non-compact group of symmetries. Then we can take M as 
a sublevel set {g < b} and in many cases the idea is to choose b big enough (depending on c) 
in such a way that also (2a), (3a) or (2b), (3b) could be shown. In other words, we expect hat 
the difficulties (A) and (B) could disappear if we restrict f on some smaller domain M. At the 
same time an existence result in the submanifold M is also better with respect to the 
problem (C): indeed, the usual L-S theory gives no more information as to the critical point 
than its level (and estimates in the Morse index); here the crtical point found by the 
variational method is located in a particular region of our manifold. On the other hand, 
there is a price to pay: that is, to prove condition (3a) (or (3b)), which is not required by the 
usual L-S theory. For instance, in the above-mentioned case M = {g I b}, condition (3a) 
turns into an a priori estimate for a non-linear eigenvalue problem (n.e.p): we have to show 
that if x E {f = c} solves the n.e.p. df(x) = 1 dg(x), A < 0, then g(x) < b (similarly in case 
(3b), with 2 > 0). 
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